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Ffxiv ifrit guide

The Bowl of Embers The Bowl of Embers Eastern Thanalan (16.24) Location Map Of Dungeon Requirements Party Size: 4 Classrooms: Student War and Magic Deadline: No Level: 20 (Sync of 22) This trial is required to advance in the storyline. It is located just east of Camp Drybone in East Thanalan (16.24). Because of the story of treason, you have been
captured by Amalj'aa and taken to their stronghold of Zanr'ak, there to be given as an offering to ifrit primates. If you want to survive this fiery encounter with Lord Inferno, you and your colleagues must struggle with no less than every ounce of your strength. If you fail, your soul will burn forever... Ifrit This is the first trial that is Primal's fight with the fire lord
himself, Ifrit. This is a very easy fight, basically the tank and spank up to about 50%, the 'Infernal Nail' will fall to the floor about 10 yalms next to the Ifrit. All DPS should immediately switch to the hoof, if the DPS is weak - The tank should switch to help, also ... just to be safe! If you can't get Nail down fast enough, Ifrit will enrage, cast Hellfire and wipe out the
party. To be more specific here are some abilities to watch out for: Flame Breath: A large fire cone that will NOT have a red alert pulled out on the ground. This is easily avoided if the tank keeps Ifrit facing away from the party! Vulcan Burst: This is just a medium sized AoE push back. It doesn't cause much damage. Eruption: Beware of this. It will target
random players at the party and cause about 50% damage, so be sure to run when you see it targeting you! Hellfire: Ifrit will throw this around 20%. If you DON'T have 'Infernal Nail' down – it will remove the party. However, it will give you a huge amount of damage even if you have the nails down. To help alleviate this damage, you can have the Tank do a
boundary break. Radiant Plume: This ability can be on the outside or inside of the ring. You will notice it because the floor will turn into lava, so once you see it be sure to run out before it explodes (2-3 seconds). Don't Sell My Personal Information Everything we know about Ifrit Extreme Mode in the upcoming Patch 2.1! Ifrit Extreme Mode AbilitiesRadiant
Plumes, Incinerate, Cleave and all his belongings are back. Just a little more beef now! Eruption - Now can not interfere. There are variations of a single basic eruption, and an eruption that follows two different members (Such as the Ultima Weapon). Crimson Cyclone – Ifrits rush skills. Now with AoE that is much fatter and 4 clones! Searing Wind –
Mechanical key for extreme ifrit mode. Always targeting healers. Target Pulsed big AoE pushback. It did massive damage, and all the other party members had to avoid the healers who suffered. Tank Swapping – Ifrits accumulate very nasty debuff. Max subtraction for each stack – replace after the PL is clean! Infernal Fetters - The chain that connects 2
people together, it has 3 effects, becomes more severe as their distance grows. Obviously, stay close to each other to prevent this. Fire DoT.Increases the damage taken. Reduce the damage handled. Infernal Nail – now causes damage and susceptibility when killed. As always, any nail that was there before Hellfire was thrown meant a knockout for the
party. Ifrit has three cycles of Nail -&gt; Hellfire. Ifrit Extreme 1st Nail Phase The first set of nails is pretty basic. 4 spikes, 1 on each edge of the map. All DPS should focus on the opposite nail of the Ifrit, then once the sea breeze target is determined melee it can destroy the healing nail safely, and revolve around a dangerous healer. Hellfire is thrown and then
Radiant Plumes quickly afterwards. A record at Radiant Plumes Safespot changes after each Hellfire.Each safespot has a mirror safespot at the opposite end. If you feel like you're not going to make it – just hit one. It's better than dying. The plume safe place glowed around 1:30 a.m. for this one. Ifrit Extreme 2nd Nail Phase Set both nails run all the way
around the stage ring. Again, kill the opposite nail (melee), and the nearest ifrit nail (range). When the sea breeze is refreshed, the range and melee should clean each healer's nails. Infernal shackles make an appearance here. Off-tank targeted, and DPS random. DPS and off-tanks must travel closely together. This can be tricky when a tank swap is required.
Make sure that when the chain is on, you don't stay too far away from each other. Again, Hellfire is thrown and then Radiant Plumes quickly afterwards. The safe place of the glowing plume is about 2:00~ for this one. (Mirrored at opposite end) Ifrit Extreme 3rd Nail PhaseOne of the third and final spikes, well, everywhere. with a mega nail in the middle. That's
13 nails in total. Big spikes have to be killed last. After identifying which healer has a burning wind, DPS should work on the nails closest to the healer, then out. Killing large nails is not significant enough AoE pulse. The last Hellfire was thrown, and Ifrit had to be defeated shortly after. The safe place of the luminous plume is about 2:30 ~ for this one. Ifrit
Extreme Tips/StrategyIfirt Extreme Mode Loot ListTank - Inferno Bangle from Fending Healer - Inferno Bangle of Healing Bard - Inferno Bangle of Aiming Caster - Inferno Bangle of Casting Melee - Inferno Bangle from StrikingFollow us on Facebook for other FFXIV updates! expand_more Tank must keep Ifrit away from the group at all times. All players must
switch attacking Infernal Nail after that lay eggs to avoid death during Hellfire. Attack Script [Insinerate Eruption] [Repeat] Infernal Nail &amp;amp; Hellfire [Incinerate Eruption Radiant Plume] [Repeat] expand_more Incinerate Important Notes: Tanks must face away from the group at all times to avoid hitting them with this wide cleavage. expand_more
Important Eruption: One random player will be targeted by this attack - it is indicated by the glowing cracks under their feet - running out of the affected area as soon as possible. expand_more Infernal Nail &amp;amp; Hellfire Infernal Nail Everyone Spawns Players need to switch to attacking the nail immediately after laying eggs - if left alive when Ifrit throws
Hellfire, the party will wipe. Hellfire Everyone Ultimate Ifrit will jump into the air and hit the entire arena with AoE fire – kill Infernal Nail to avoid death and healing/cooldown as needed. expand_more Radiant Plume Important Note: This attack has two patterns that place circular Aoes on most arenas. The first pattern places them in the center of the arena, while
the second pattern places them around the outer edge - avoid as necessary. Warning: if you haven't reached level 20 yet, there are possible spoilers in this guide. I realized that I never installed an Ifrit guide for level 20 story mode combat in Final Fantasy XIV. If you've read my E3 version guide, it's very similar to that with a four-person team instead of an
eight-person team. For those who haven't seen it, I'll write it based on a level 20 fight. Basic Pre-FightThis is a very difficult first fight in the game, three dungeons before Ifrit is quite simple and more introductions to Duty Finder and party mechanics. First, you have to make sure that you have food with statistics that are appropriate for your class, when
entering Duty Finder, food statistics are very important. Also make sure your teeth are fully repaired as you can remove several times at your first attempt. Once these two things are done you are ready to enter Duty FinderPhase 1So phase one quite straight forward. He's only had one really annoying attack, and that's knockback. In this phase, you will see
small red cracks burning in the ground; You're going to want to move on from this because they're going to ruin whoever's standing in it. As far as I know there is no way to avoid knockback attacks if you are a close-range based character, so be prepared if he hits you with it. Try to stay behind Ifrit and you should be fine. Around 50%, Ifrit will transition to
phase 2.Phase 2Phase two begins with Ifrit summoning the crystal in the center of the arena. DPS must burn this crystal immediately. If you fail to break this crystal before Ifrit jumps, you'll die in Hellfire. If you succeed, you will still take a large amount of damage, but you must survive. For the rest of the match, Ifrit will still use phase one attacks. also has a
new attack during this phase, it will place a red circle on the ground; You don't want to stand in them. The red circle becomes a burst of fire that do massive damage. Besides it's really nothing else for the fight. If you have any questions, comments, or requests for specific guidelines, please leave a comment below. Also please share this with everyone so that
the community grows together. For more guidance, please check all my guide lists that include. FlagView HistoryIfrit is a Primal of fire and fury. Worshipped by the lizard-like Amalj'aa Beastmen tribe of the Thanalan desert, Ifrit is known for his terrible emotions. His breath ignites the air while his paws can melt the strongest steel. His attacks are fire-based,
including the iconic Hellfire attack. The first time a player will face Ifrit is during the story. It's going to be a four-man, level 20 battle. Start a battle, have your tanks walk in and take on the hate. Maintaining Control of Ifrit will be important because he doesn't hit hard enough. He will mainly use his base attack, but he does have some AoE, fire-based capabilities,
so keep an eye on any red indicators. All melee-based fighters, including tanks, should have several Hi Potions available just in case they are hit by one of these Aoes. Your healer will have a lot to do, so being able to relieve some of that pressure can go a long way. Ifrit Tips with Jessica ChobotOnce he reached about 50%, the battle will change. He's going
to call Nail to the battlefield. This nail is the first sign he's filling in for his main attack, Hellfire. The main attack is a knockout blow, unless you kill Nail in time. As soon as Nail lays eggs, have each member focus them, and use the rest limit to knock 50% off his health instantly. You have to kill this Nail or you will fail the battle! Make sure that when it spawns
everyone attacks it or you will be one of the knockout hits! After Nail dies, Ifrit will use Hellfire, but now it won't kill you, and there's actually not a bit of damage. After that, Ifrit will settle back into a routine similar to the beginning of the fight, but he does have one new attack. He's going to turn the floor into what looks like lava. After about 2-3 seconds, this will
explode into a huge fire, giving severe damage to anyone in it. It is possible to avoid if you pay attention, so do your best to get out of the way or you will take most of the damage. He usually does it in a pattern, first doing it in the ring around far outside the arena, then the second attack closer to the middle, causing you to run far outside. The closer he gets to
death, the more he seems to carry out this attack. If your Limit Break is filled in just use it and you will likely note the remaining health that he has. There's a Hardmode version of Ifrit, but he's not open until level 50. The fight is a little more difficult and requires a different strategy, so avoid using the above guidelines for that fight. The first primael available to
fight in Mode, Ifrit didn't bend this time. While many of the abilities he uses in regular fights will still take into account the fighting, Ifrit will unleash many new attacks that could easily destroy an unthrouted party. You will do battles with 8 players, and each one has an important role. Tank: The main tank role during the entire battle is to withstand the threat of
Ifrit, and avoid its worst AoE abilities if possible. However, the off-tank task is to prevent Ifrit from using one of his most dangerous abilities, Eruption, by stunning him every time he attempts to do so. This last job so far is one of the most important in the whole fight, because failing to do so is likely to wipe out the group at some point. More details on that in an
instant. Healer: One healer should focus on the tank while the other focuses on the group, although both healers must be prepared to heal the whole party at certain points, based on need. At the end of the fight, a Level 3 Limit Break must be held in check for healers for emergencies to prevent removal. If the group uses the right position and is amazing, the
need for great healing will be limited to a certain number of moments where AoE damage is unavoidable. DPS: DPS members of the party have some important work to do, besides killing Ifrit himself. As in regular mode, Ifrit will call Paku... however, this time he will call four nails at once, all of which must die within 60 seconds. The most important thing for
DPS to know is that First Level 3 Limit Break must be saved for Black Mage or Summoner to be used to kill nails with. More on all that in an instant. FightThe fight is divided into phases based on how much health is left:From 100% to 85% health: Ifrit will act as he does in regular mode. He would use a wave of fire in front of him (unavoidable) that should
have just attacked the tank. There will be knockbacks that will hit them at close range, and each caster is close enough, which does about 700 damage. There is also cleavage, which should again just attack the tank. From 84% to 75% health: Ifrit will add Eruptions as a skill, in addition to previous attacks. It is important that off-tanks interfere with this every
time, especially later in the fight. At this stage, only one place on the map should be hit by an eruption, but there will be 8 or 9 at once. Periodically Ifrit will also jump into the air, landing in random places around the outside of the map. After a few seconds, it will charge in a straight line on the map, handling 2600-2800 damage to whoever he hit. No AoE
warnings were shown on the ground for his path. This move is easy to avoid, just stay by Ifrit's side before he charges. From 74% to 51% health: Ifrit Cost Capability will change, because cloning he will appear -- In other words, 2 Ifrits will land after he jumps. They land next to each other, and always charge starting with who will be on the left as you look
towards them. Avoid it like before. In addition, Ifrit will now follow the pattern, using Radiant Blast, which places the AoE zone on a specific area of the map. Ifrit will now follow this pattern up to 50%: 1 - Radiant Blast around the outside of the map, moving in to avoid. 2 - Radiant Blast in the middle of the map, move outside to avoid. 3 - Charging attack. He will
repeat this over and over again until it reaches its next milestone. At 50% health: Ifrit will spawn 4 nails around the room. At this point, BLM or SMN must use Meteor (Level 3 Limit Break) to weaken the fingernails or risk wiping. All four nails should die within 60 seconds, and meteors will reduce them to about 20-25% of full health. Once the nails are all dead,
the Limit Bar will regenerate completely (assuming no nails die before LB is used). It must be saved for the healer from now on. When the nail dies, Ifrit will use a strong AoE, but the healer will have a few seconds to use their own AoE cured afterwards, and should be difficult to recover. Unfortunately, any DPS who have ressurection disease (if they have to
be raised mid-fight) will likely die again at this point. This AoE is unavoidable, so healers must be ready to fight it. Below 50% until death: Ifrit uses all the same abilities now, but they will appear up to eleven. Most importantly, he will now follow a new pattern with Radiant Blast, similar to what is above: 1 - Radiant Blast around the outer ring, players must move
inside.2 - Radiant Blast inside, players must move to the outer ring.3 - Radiant Blast in almost all parts of the field, players must stack up in Ifrit, to their back or sides to avoid cleavage /fire.4 - The charge attack now has 3 Ifrits As mentioned #4, there will be 3 clones of bosses charging. They still charge from the far left to the right Ifrit, and are easily avoided.
Note, you can stand between two of them to avoid the charge, simply move left to the empty area to make sure to avoid hitting. Casters have to use Sprint to avoid costs, because they don't need TP anyway. It should also be noted that the radius of Radiant Blast will be larger than before. As if that wasn't enough, Ifrit would also use a louder eruption earlier,
and a large number of eruption spots would appear in one place. IT CAN overlap with the need to collapse on the boss during his Radiant Blast phase, and thus must be stunned to prevent their explosion each time. The pattern of explosions and accusations will repeat until he is defeated, so using the right position will keep the boss from doing most of his
damage throughout the fight. In an emergency: The Break Limit Bar will return to level 3 very quickly after the nail is killed.  If healers use their skills, it will instantly heal everyone, raise the dead, and bring the party to 100% health.  This should always be saved as an emergency anti-removal capability. After his defeat, Ifrit will drop a single level 50 legacy
weapon for one class; therefore, it is highly recommended that all players repeat this task until they receive their weapons. Weapons.
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